
Robert Smith
Licensed Claims Adjuster

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Highly motivated Licensed Claims Adjuster professional able to handle high volume of customer 
calls in a fast paced environment, with minimum supervision. Able to negotiate and problem solve
quickly, accurately, and efficiently. Maintain a high level of professionalism patience and efficiency
to minimize customer dissatisfaction and increase customer loyalty.

SKILLS

Microsoft, Customer Service, Management.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Licensed Claims Adjuster
ABC Corporation  March 2004 – August 2005 
 Gathered facts by interviewing all involved parties; analyzed information, including potential 

conflicts of interests, interpretation of policies and pertinent state laws; determine 
appropriate actions based on the findings.

 Ensured customer service standards are met or exceeded, which is validated by ICSS (Internal
Customer Satisfaction Survey); review and resolve customer complaints and volatile 
situations.

 Conducted quarterly meeting to communicate changes and procedures, goals and results; 
work closely with internal agencies to assist in resolving their policy and procedural problems;
evaluate, report and recommended corrective actions.

 Determined the appropriate settlement amounts and negotiate or deny payments on behalf 
of the company; ensure the company was appropriately reimbursed by third party.

 Assisted in training new employees in claims process and investigation/negotiation skills.
 Conducted inventory of existing supplies.
 Served as liaison between manager and quad members in regards to communications.

Licensed Claims Adjuster
Delta Corporation  1999 – 2004 
 Answer phone calls, make phone calls to parties involved, arrange appointments, maintain a 

work diary, give outstanding customer service, handle .
 Included interpersonal relations, determination of liability, dispute resolution, property 

damage and bodily injury auto claims.
 Gained experience working several catastrophe events and handled property damage claims 

resulting from those events.
 Have experience in estimating automobile damage, as well as working with clients and auto 

body facilities regarding covered expenses and supplemental .
 Interacted with customers on a daily basis via the telephone Negotiated equitable settlements

with repair facilities Reviewed and explained repair .
 Conducted office investigations on assigned cases, confirmed coverage, determined liability, 

established damages, reported status, and negotiated .
 Determined and reported on subrogation potential.

EDUCATION

BS In Business Administration Marketing
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